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f POLICY SPEECH FOR THE MARCH. 1968. GENERAL STATE ELECTION BY v 
THE PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C'. . M.P. . 
> . AT NORWOOD TOWN HALL. 12.2.68^ 
Tonight I ask the people of South Australia to re-elect 
the Labor Government - a Government of achievement and purpose. 
Never has any Government previously in the history of this State 
achieved so much reform in law and administration as we have in 
the last three years. It is a fantastic record. It would 
take hours of reading to detail it, "but just think of the 
highlights. • 
From having a gasfield of doubtful economic potential 
and a future for local fuel supplies in South Australia at the 
time of our taking office which was "bleak in prospect, we have 
"brought South Australia from the last to the first in the race 




• area, and that at a competitive price with any other city in 
Australia. 
We have established the INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BRANCH 
and leap-frogged the other States in ti0 scientific examination 
of potential to put to prospective investors. Since I "became 
Premier a few short months ago, the announced investment in 
South Australia in INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT exceeds &70M. 
From "being the only State in Australia with no TOWN 
PLANNING legislation in effective operation, we have now the "best 
Town Planning laws in thilb country with a Town Planning adminis-
tration applying not only to Adelaide but to all regions of the 
State. 
In AGRICULTURE we have: 
£ * Protected the wine-grape growers by the minimum grape 
c price legislation which is a charter for their future profitable 
operation. 
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* Introduced the Commonwealth Egg Marketing 
Scheme. 
* Set up the orderly marketing of citrus. 
* Held a complete inquiry into the Pishing industry 
and established an integrated programme for its 
future. 
In HOUSING we have introduced, at the "behest of the 
industry, Registration of Builders to protect "both the public 
and qualified "builders and to ensure satisfactory standards of 
work, and "by a number of alterations to the law have increased 
the flow of finance for "building. 
We have initiated an era of LAW REFORM which has made 
South Australia the envy of every other part of the Commonwealth 
in the swift provision of justice. 
In EDUCATION we have:-
* Increased expenditure in all spheres of Education 
Page U 
* Provided a greater flow of qualified teachers to 
a Department which was formerly staffed up to 
one-sixth with unqualified personnel. 
* Planned and undertaken the new Institute of 
Technology. 
^ * Introduced the new rural school system. 
* Increased subsidy for school provisions 
and 
* Introduced the free school book scheme in primary 
schools. 
In HEALTH AND HOSPITALS, under the previous regime 
this State had the worst provision in proportion to population 
of any State of the Commonwealth, and, under the Liberals, 
South Australia had consistently spent since the war less per 
head of population than any other State. Today our expenditure 
in South Australia is nearly 50c. per head of population above 
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the Australian average, and is the highest in Australia from 
revenue and loan monies? and we have proceeded with all speed 
to increase and improve South Australia's hospital facilities. 
The new hospital at Modbury has commenced "building today and 
the plans are ready for a new teaching hospital to be ready to 
take students in their clinical years at the new medical school, 
at Flinders which is being established. 
In ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS, South Australia leads this 
Commonwealth and by the Prohibition of Discrimination legisla-
tion, the provision of an Aboriginal Lands Trust, the freeing 
of Aborigines from all legal disabilities, and the provision 
of training schemes for them, this, they say, is the one part 
of this country where they can hold their heads up as honored 
and respected members of the community. 
In INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION, we have caught up and in 
some ways have passed the other States and have provided that 
Page 6. 
workers in South Australia will have adequate benefits at all 
times and effective protection in time of accident or misfortune. 
In SOCIAL LEGISLATION, we have removed the restrictions 
upon the behaviour of individuals in this community and have 
treated them as adults. 
For the poorer people in the community, we have extended 
concession fares for pensioners on rail and 'bus transport. 
We have been acclaimed throughout Australia as the one State 
Government which has introduced a logical system of State 
Public Relief in an endeavour to fill in the grievous gaps in 
Commonwealth social services to care for the unfortunate, and 
we have entirely revised the legislation protecting deserted 
wives and neglected and delinquent children to get the most 
up-to-date provisions in Australia, 
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In certain matters, however, although the Government 
had a clear mandate, its policies were frustrated "by the 
reactionary and unrepresentative majority, the L.C.L. members 
in the Legislative Council. It is fundamental to citizenship 
in a Democracy, that Government is not representative of things, 
of places, of positions, of wealth or of interests - it is 
representative of people. In a democracy, each citizen 
possesses an equal right with every other citizen, to an 
effective voice in his own governance. Since he must live 
subject to the laws, he must have an equal say with all others 
in deciding what those laws should be. Under the L.C.L. 
Governments of this State, that principle stated in 1856 to be 
the basis of our Constitution by those who wrote it was 
overthrown. Electoral boundaries were so rigged that in 
some L.C.L. seats there were as few as 6,000 voters represented 
by one Member of Parliament, but in some Labor-held seats 
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some 36,000 voters were represented by one Member of Parliament. 
Districts were similarly provided to give disproportionate 
representation in the Legislative Council. Moreover, the 
Legislative Council is elected on a restricted franchise, and 
under the Liberal Government administrative measures had been 
used to load the roll with jjroperty owners rather than other 
voters qualified, so that the Legislative Council reflected 
only sectional and minority opinion. This means that a simple 
majority of citizens can't elect the Government it wants or 
reject the Government it does not want. The foremost plank 
in the A.L.P. policy at the last election was therefore 
ELECTORAL REFORM. The principles of reform were clearly 
stated. Both Houses of Parliament were to be elected by adult 
suffrage on the principle of one vote one value. This latter 
principle would be achieved by an enlarged Lower House with 
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districts containing as nearly as practicable equal numbers 
of voters and by retaining the same number of members serving 
the area defined by the Constitution as "Country" as at 
present so that there would be no diminution in the amount of 
service given to electors by Members of Parliament as their 
agents. Legislative Council boundaries re-drawn accordingly. 
The powers of the Legislative Council as a House of Review 
were to be limited to those of the House of Lords over measures 
proposed by the House cf Commons in the Mother of Parliaments. 
The boundaries of districts were to be drawn by an independent 
Commission without reference to Parliament and to be periodically 
re-drawn when drifts of population meant any substantial 
departure from the principle of one vote one value. A Bill to 
give effect to the overwhelming mandate the Labor Government 
v/as given on this score passed the House of Assembly but was 
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rejected unceremoniously by the L.C.L. najority in the Legisla-
tive Council. They made it clear that it was not the votes 
of the people which they regarded, but they considered that by 
some process of divination they and they alone knew the 
"permanent will of the people" regardless of how the people 
voted. We ask on this occasion for a clear and unequivocal 
•mandate to re-present that measure to the Upper House so that 
we are in a position, if the Legislative Council rejects the 
measure, to call into force the deadlock provisions of the 
present Constitution and to force them to account to the people 
for their actions. We ask you to assert your rights as 
citizens to see to it that you get the Upper House vote if you 
are on the roll and to vote for the right of people to 
determine their Government according to the recognized principles 
of people's rule. This State v/as the cradle of democracy in 
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the last century. We ask you all to join in the fight to 
see to it that it is not the graveyard of democracy in the 
20th. 
The Legislative Council refused to pass the Government's 
Bill to establish a State Government Insurance Office covering 
all insurable risks. All other States have State Government 
Insurance offices. It has been found in other States that a 
State Government Insurance Office can set a standard of service 
to the public which by competition requires other insurance 
companies to give a similar service and in addition can provide 
a large fund of money for use in semi-Governmental loans 
important to the development of the State. These benefits 
have been denied to the people of South Australia by the 
Legislative Council, and again I ask for a mandate from the 
people of South Australia to pass this measure. 
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The Legislative Council has likewise refused our 
amendments to the Industrial Code to give fair industrial 
protection to all workers in South Australia; refused to pass 
legislation transferring to the Commonwealth power to control 
restrictive trade practices within South Australia as asked for 
by the Federal Liberal Government; refused the Family 
Inheritance Bill recommended unanimously by the Judges and the 
Council of the Law Society, and again we ask for a mandate from 
the people for all of these measures, A citizen in a 
community requires not only a voice in his own governance, he 
requires the basic things allowing him to live in that community. 
He should have the right to work if he is willing to work. 
The provision of employment, therefore, is of paramount impor-
tance to the citizens of South Australia. Apart from the 
industry at Whyalla which has remained buoyant, and the Forestry 
industry of the South East, South Australia's main industry has 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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centred around the production of motor cars and home appliances. 
Prior to the Labor Government's taking office, the markets for 
these products were almost wholly in the Eastern States of 
Australia. Less than 15% of what was produced by Pressed 
Metal industries in South Australia was in fact sold here. 
Employment depends on markets. If people are willing to buy 
goods, these goods will be produced. When their demand for 
the goods falls, then employment suffers. A South Australian 
Government cannot control the markets interstate for goods 
produced in South Australia. Therefore, both under the 
L.C.L. Government and under this Government we have been at 
the mercy of fluctuating markets in the Eastern States for 
motor cars and home appliances. In 1 961-62, unemployment in 
South Australia rose to 3.1% of the work force. In South 
Australia in 1966/67 , the figure rose to 2.U%. In each case 
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this had secondary effects upon the Building Industry and meant 
a cutback in industrial building and a cutback in home building. 
We must all therefore work together to have industries so 
diversified and with markets' overseas and in .the West as well 
as in the Eastern States, and then we will not be subject to 
similar fluctuations. With this end in view, the Government 
has not only achieved an effective *asis for Industrial Develop-
ment with the development of cheap natural gas fuel capable of 
long-term exploitation, but has set up an Industrial Development 
Department with technical experts capable of doing the necessary 
research to present to potential investors a survey of markets, 
a breakdown of costs, and a case to show that this is the most 
economic place for them to establish. To establish the areas 
of research, we have called in the world's leading Industrial 
Research Consultants. Their report will set exciting and 
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achievable targets for development and employment. 
In order to ensure development and particularly decen-
tralized development in South Australia, it is essential that 
the Government have at its command, the means available in 
other States to promote and establish industry. In South 
Australia, Government support for industry is limited, except 
by the passing of a special Act of Parliament, to the giving 
of a Treasurer's guarantee for a bank advance to industry. 
!n many cases, industries which might well be established in 
country districts, have not a,y capital readily available to them, 
and because they are initially under-capitalized banks are 
unwilling to lend against inadequate security even 'though the 
industry if properly capitalized might well be economically 
viable. The Government therefore proposes to provide itself 
with the means of establishing industries in country areas. 
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This would mean that on the recommendations of the Parliamentary 
Committee for Industrial Development, the Treasurer not only 
could give guarantees but could directly invest State monies in 
taking up shares to assist "the capital of industries particularly 
in country areas. This could mean an era of co-operation 
between Government and private undertakings which can achieve 
the kind of industrial development for which many country areas 
in South Australia have been looking. 
This is the driest part of the driest continent. 
Work on the CHOWILLA DAM wets halted at the stage of proposed 
letting of a contract for the construction when a rise of 
salinity in the River Murray far beyond the stage known at the 
time of the design of the Chowilla Dam caused doubts in other 
States as to whether they would get the benefits to them which 
Chowilla was originally proposed to provide, that is that they 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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should not have to provide us v/ith as much water in dry years 
as would otherwise he the case. South Australia was forced 
to agree to adequate studies "being made of this problem. 
But we are satisfied that the studies are proving not decreased 
"but enhanced benefits from Chowilla not only for South Australi 
but for the other States as well. We are certain that 
Chowilla will be constructed and the South Australian Governmen 
will insist upon the rights which this State has legally in 
this important project. Projected work on the Chowilla Dam 
and the MURRAY TO HAHNDORF PIPELINE will provide us with 
adequate usable conventional water storage and reticulation 
for some years to come, but it is essential if we are to expano. 
at the rate for which we have set targets that we get now into 
planning less orthodox means of providing water. We know 
that there is a vast quantity of ground water in the South East 
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of the State which could well be exploited to provide a great 
boost to WATER SUPPLY in this State. We know that now there 
are real break-throughs in the costs of desalinating water 
and therefore we must have the latest information. If water 
can be economically desalinated, South Australia could be 
completely transformed for our development would not be confine 
as now to areas of reasonable rainfall. Therefore we have 
set about obtaining an effective water survey by the world's 
leading experts in this field. The surveys by the Engineerin 
and Water Supply Department will establish how we are to 
conserve surplus from the River Murray in addition to the 
Chowilla project. The Consultants' survey will advise us on 
the use of the ground waters in the South-East, provisions for 
desalination projects integrated with South Australian Indus-
trial Developnent, and the reclamation of drainage run-off and 
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sewage effluent in the Adelaide Metropolitan Area. 
Another condition of providing adequate jobs in South 
Australia is that industry and commerce, as well as the public 
generally, should have adequate transport facilities. It is 
vital for us to be connected to the STANDARD GAUGE LINE at the 
earliest possible opportunity from the major industrial areas 
of South Australia. If Adelaide is to be connected to the 
standard gauge line between Broken Hill and Port Pirie, it is 
essential that other sections of the Peterborough Division of 
the South Australian Railways be standardised at the same time, 
as otherwise we will have more breaks of gauge than previously. 
A great deal of harm could be done to industries in such places 
as Wallaroo together with impediments to the movement of grain 
and superphosphate. The South Australian Government will be 
pressing for the establishment of standard gauge undertakings i: 
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three phases on the Peterborough Division of the South Australi. 
Railways and between Adelaide and Port Pirie so that the 
important industrial centres will be connected to standard gaug< 
within five years. In addition, the Government will continue 
to press for the construction of a standard gauge railway 
between Whyalla and Port Augusta. It is essential that this 
major industrial city be so connected as this would not only 
provide transport facilities to Adelaide, but also to Western 
Australia and the Eastern States. 
The railway system in South Australia is one of the 
oldest in the world. This was the first place in the world 
indeed to have a State railway. It was established at a time 
when road transport was minimal and horsedrawn. Therefore 
provision for long haul necessary over our vast distances for 
goods and passengers was confined to the railway system with its 
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stable permanent way. The development of modern and 
efficient road transport with its very much greater flexibility 
than railway transport has entirely changed the picture of 
future transport in our part of the world. Envious eyes are 
often cast at a place like Japan which has a heavy capitalized 
and highly efficient railway system, but it must be remembered 
that this carries passengers over what to us are extremely short 
distances. In Australia, quite different factors affect the 
economy of rail and road transport. Rail transport remains 
to us the effective means of cheap long haul of heavy freights, 
but we must not hesitate to bring our railway system up to date, 
and this means thinking in contemporary terms and not those 
applicable to the development of the railway system in the last 
century. In addition we must think of road transport as an 
additional and important means of ensuring cheap transport of 
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our goods to their markets - a transport system whose costs 
must be kept to the lowest if we are to succeed in industrial 
development. It is in these circumstances that the Government 
has firmly declared that it will make the railway system 
efficient, it will not hesitate to undertake necessary economies 
where the need for these is clear and urgent, it will expand 
the railway system where this is economically to our advantage, 
and it will not impose upon road transport the imposts which 
other States have seen fit to impose and which interfere with 
free competition between road and rail transport. 
The people of this State must not only have jobs and • 
water. They need HOUSING. Under the Labor Government, a 
record amount has been spent on Housing through the South 
Australian Housing Trust and we have built a record number of 
houses in the country areas of South Australia to stimulate 
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decentralisation. Indeed the rate at Whyalla now is over 
700 houses a year. Every encouragement has "been given to 
private enterprise to undertake housing development and as a 
result we have managed to secure assurances of the investment 
of some $80M. in South Australia under the redesigned Port Reach 
Scheme which will "be provided without cost to the public. 
This is a great fillip to investment and as the low density 
housing areas of the Scheme will be let at public tender to 
South Australian builders, it will not only provide homes but 
also a real stimulus to employment in building. In addition, 
the Housing Trust will now undertake major projects of 
redevelopment in inner urban areas and will concentrate much 
of its activity for the future upon higher density housing as 
well as the provision of industrial estates. 
In EDUCATION, for the first time, Government subsidy 
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has been given for the provision of school assembly halls and 
gymnasia by the devotion of §100,000 per year for subsidy to 
canteens, assembly halls and change-rooms in Departmental 
schools, and other subsidy money has been increased markedly. 
It is obvious that there is a real demand for works of this kind 
in these schools and we propose to increase the amount by a 
further $100,000 per year, 
A further step in the provision of free bo-jks will be 
taken during the next Parliament with an increase in the 
secondary school book allowance, increasing the allowance for 
1st, 2nd and 3rd year students from $16 to $18, Uth year students 
from $18 to $22, and 5th year students from $20 to $30, and 
this will be applicable, of course, in all schools. 
With the development of new Mathematics teaching, 
essential Mathematics aids should be supplied free to primary 
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schools. Previously these have only "been provided on subsidy, 
It is proposed progressively to provide free Mathematics aids 
to all schools, Government and non-Government alike. An 
investigation will "be made into providing clerical assistance 
in the larger primary schools. 
In order to make some basic provision for students in 
non-Government schools whose parents are at the moment hard-hit 
by the costs of maintaining them under the present dual system, 
the Government proposes a per capita grant of $10 per student 
per year in non-Government schools. This sum,together with the 
book allowance already in existence or announced, will make 
South Australia's provision for Independent schools the most 
generous in Australia at this date. 
In HEALTH AND HOSPITALS we have had to catch up on 30 
years of under-spending. Under the L.C.L. Government, this 
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State spent less per head of population on Health and Hospitals 
than any other consistently since the war. Now South 
Australia spends more per head of population from Government 
funds on Health and Hospitals than any other State. We have 
improved facilities markedly. Our immediate projects include 
an additional Nurses' Home at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, 
extensions and additions to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital com-
prising additions to the Nurses' Home, Nurse Training School, 
Medical Staff Residency, and a new nine-storey Ward Block of 
270 beds. Tenders have been called, work will commence in 
April, 1968, and is expected to finish in October, 1970. 
A new hospital of 108 beds at Port Augusta will be built 
at an estimated cost of fl2-g-M. The Whyalla Hospital will be taken 
over by the Government to become a full Government hospital. I 
have already mentioned the Kodbury and Flinders hospitals. 
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In MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, v.e have in the past few 
years outstripped the rest of Australia in the treatment 
of Mental patients and in reducing the proportion of people 
in our community in Mental Institutions. This has "been 
done by the provision of day hospitals, Mental Health 
visitors and Outpatients' treatment. 
A new hospital and training centre for 5/4O intellectually 
retarded patients is to be built at Strathmont at an estimated 
cost of $6,600,000. At the Glenside Hospital a new kitchen 
and staff dining-room and new Nurses' training school will 
be built. 
A day centre and separate headquarters for the 
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intellectually retarded services will be provided at 
Prescott Terrace, Toorak Gardens. 
We have called for the appointment of a GERIATRIC 
PHYSICIAN who will recommend means of co-ordinating 
services for elderly people in South Australia and the 
establishment of an adequate infirmary system in such a 
way as to get maximum Commonwealth subsidy. 
... Page 29. 
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One of the jobs of the SOCIAL VELFARE Department 
is to see to it that there is adequate provision for 
recreation in a constructive way. A great deal of time 
and money is spent on discussing delinquency and finding 
means of coping particularly with delinquency amongst young 
people, but a great deal of this delinquency only occurs 
because the youngsters concerned have no adequate home 
facilities and no adequate public ones for constructive 
recreation. Pilot projects and surveys have shown that 
there has been a great need for the establishment of indoor 
recreation facilities for young people and that we should 
co-ordinate in South Australia the development of indoor 
recreation facilities so that the maximum use is made both 
of public monies and of those subscribed by private 
organisations. It is therefore proposed to establish 
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throughout the urban areas of South Australia, adequate 
indoor recreation space by a joint scheme between the 
Government and local governing bodies in the same way as 
playing fields are developed on a joint scheme between 
the Education Department and the Local Government. Prototype 
plans for indoor recreation areas have been prepared by the 
Public Buildings Department and the Recreation Officers of the 
Bocial Welfare Department will approach local governing areas 
with a scheme based on a survey already taken to establish 
with their co-operation indoor recreation facilities such as 
are shown to be needed by the demands of their population. 
If people are to have jobs provided for them, they 
must also have adequate protection in the conditions of their 
employment and in times of misfortune. The Government 
believes that the maintenance of good industrial relations is 
important for the wellheing of the people of this State and 
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that in ensuring that these good relationships continue our 
policy has "been to encourage conciliation 'between parties 
"before resorting to arbitration. Since March, 1965, the 
time lost because of industrial disputes in South Australia 
has been slightly less than 3% of the time lost throughout 
Australia, notwithstanding the fact that just over 9% of the 
Australian work force are employed in South Australia. 
Since being elected to office, the Government has 
honoured the promises made before the last election to amend 
INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION. This has been a formidable task as 
the previous Government had neglected to up-date this legisla-
tion. The Industrial Code has been completely revised and 
an improved system of conciliation and arbitration is now in 
operation. 
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The principle of EQUAL PAY FOR FEMALES performing the 
same work as males has been introduced progressively, and 
improved LONG SERVICE LEAVE ENTITLEMENTS have been granted 
to workers generally in the State although not to the extent 
which the Government had promised. The Legislative Council 
rejected the proposal which was endorsed by the electors in 
1965 for the grant of three months l®ng service leave after 
ten years service. This will be re-introduced into Parliament. 
Great improvements have also been made in the minimum 
standards of working conditions which must be provided in 
factories, shops, offices and warehouses. 
The laws relating to SAFE WORKING CONDITIONS in the 
building and construction industry have been completely 
revised and an APPRENTICESHIP COMMISSION has been established 
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to supervise the employment of the 10,000 odd apprentices who 
are training in this State to be the tradesmen of the future. 
With the increasing industrialisation of the State there 
are other industrial laws which the Government proposes to 
review. One of these concerns the SAFE CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS OF 
ALL TYPES. 
The Government also intends to make a comprehensive 
review of the SHOP TRADING HOURS applying in the State and 
particularly whether a greater range of goods may be sold after 
what are now the normal trading hours. 
The proposal that salaried officers of the Public Service 
should be granted FOUR WEEKS ANNUAL LEAVE, xvhich was rejected 
by the Legislative Council in 1967 will be re-introduced. 
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The Government made substantial improvements to the 
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT, including covering workmen while 
travelling to and from work or place of pick-up and for 
injuries received arising out of or in the course of employment. 
The maximum benefits for death, incapacity and permanent 
injuries were also increased substantially. The Government 
proposed to make further amendments to this important legislation 
particularly to increase the amount of weekly payment to 
injured workmen and to simplify and shorten procedure to 
enforce compensation. 
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In agriculture we have not only initiated new legislation 
which I mentioned earlier, but have exps,nded agricultural and 
research facilities. The cost of research stations in the 
last year was ^430,000. 
Building of research 1 a b o r a tories to be undertaken will 
be at -
Kybybolite - &56,000 1968 
Loxton - ii-66,000 1968 
Struan - $20,000 1968/69 
Parndana - £30,000 1968/69 
Turret Field - 4,30,000 1969. 
As a result of tho ileport of the Select 1 
Fisheries a complete new Fisheries Act will be presented to 
Parliament and increased amounts will be made available for research, 
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In line with Labor's policy we have purchased in excess of 
14,300 acres to provide for afforestation and will continue to 
purchase land to expand our forestry undertaking which is of 
vital importance to our economy. 
In the last three years the Government has increased 
expenditure on roads from i>76M. to &100M., a 33^ /3% increase in 
4f a 3 year period. TJe have added HOG miles of sealed roads 
and propose to undertake a similar road construction programme 
in the next three years. 
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Having instituted a series of law reforms which have 
markedly improved the administration of justice in South 
Australia and given safe and effective remedies, particularly 
in personal damages cases where such claims were previously 
subject to delays of years, the Government has turned its 
attention to longer term and more far reaching reforms of the law. 
A Committee established by the Standing Committee of the 
Attorneys-General is currently studying sale of goods legislation 
to see that more adequate protections are given to the 
consumer as to the quality and fitness of ^oods which he buys. 
In addition the Attorney-General's Department of South 
Australia together with a team provided by the University of 
Adelaide has undertaken a study for all the Attorneys-General 
of credit purchases in Australia as it is apparent that the present 
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law relating to Hire Purchase and other forms of credit sales gives 
protections which are more apparent than real and those who most 
need protection are unable to use the devices ostensibly provided 
for their aid. 
Within the life of the next Parliament it can be expected 
that amendments will be made both to the law relating to sale 
of goods and the law relating to credit transactions of all kinds. 
Additional protections are clearly necessary in relation to 
more recently developed techniques of high pressure salesmanship 
in door to door sales. During the last session of Parliament 
the Government introduced a bill which was designed to cope with 
this very real social evil. 
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It is apparent that the Bill needs amendment in order 
not to interfere with transactions to which no one could take 
exception, while retaining effective control of door to door 
sales. 
The Bill also provided for control of mis-leading advertising 
and bait-advertising techniques and these provisions in an 
amended form will be included in legislation to be presented 
to Parliament. 
In addition protections are required for people purchasing 
land and houses. The original protections designed to be 
given by the Torrens Title System are today in many cases being 
avoided by contracts for sale and purchase of houses when in fact 
these contracts are made in respect of mortgaged land. 
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Provisions will be agreed with the L-iw Society and the 
Real Estate Institute for much stricter requirements in the 
making of contracts for the sale and purchase of land on 
terms and at the same time the Land Agents Board will be 
strengthened to enable it to discipline agents or salesmen 
whose conduct is unsatisfactory. 
The Criminal law in South Australia is being completely 
revised by a Committee set up by the Government. The 
law is full of archaic provisions many of which stand in the 
way of effectively dealing with the administration of the 
criminal law. Material has been collected from all over the 
world and it is proposed during the life of the coming 
Parliament completely to revise the criminal law, both in 
substance and in procedure. 
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The Govei-nment established a Local Government Act 
Revision Committee which has worked hard and long to 
examine the problems of the present law relating to Local 
Government in South Australia and to recommend actions which 
will both give Councils added areas of administration 
such as in the provision of old peoples' homes on 
Commonwealth Subsidy, to make their means of revenue 
collection more just and equitable and to prune the dead 
wood from legislation which has accumulated a very great 
deal over the past 50 years. 
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The Government expects that a revision of the Local 
Government Act will be made in the coming Parliament. 
In addition in relation to metropolitan councils 
with considerable drainage problems the Government 
has offered to provide 50% subsidy to any approved 
drainage system agreed on by Councils to avoid flooding 
in the metropolitan area. 
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A vital part of the life of South Australia has been 
the Festival of Arts which has now come to figure in the 
artistic calendar of the whole of this region of the world. 
It is vitally important that the x^estival be not merely a 
bi-ennial fortnight's orgy of entertainment but really an 
effective culmination of the artistic life of the community. 
Up to this time the administration of grants in aid for the 
performing arts in South Australia have been haphazard, 
confused and inadequate. No reason can be given for the 
particular grants which have been made as compared with other 
claims which might seem to have equal or greater claims to 
priority, other than that they have been achieved by political 
pressures. If the Festival is to continue in South 
Australia then we must have an effective administration, 
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properly set up to ensure that we have adequate facilities 
for the performing arts, and that the continuing activities 
of the community are integrated with the Festival. The 
Government has now received the report of Theatre Consulting 
Services on the establishment of an effective administration 
for the performing arts and the provision of a performing 
arts centre. The Government will seek agreement which I am 
sure will be readily forthcoming from all in the administration 
of the Festival, and the Arts Council of Australia (S.A. Division) 
to set up a South Australian Council on the performing arts with 
a permanent Director-General which will recommend to the Government 
the grants which should be made for the performing arts 
in South Australia. It will establish a permanent theatrical 
company and it will administer a. South Australian performing-
arts centre. 
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In accordance with the recommendations of the consultants 
the South Australian Government will support the establishment 
of the centre on a site recommended by the consultants which 
will take in a small portion of the rear of Government Mouse 
Grounds, at present little used, and an area of ground sloping 
down to the Parade Ground and to the east of the Women's 
Memorial Gardens. This will provide a total area of 
approximately 5 acres for a multi-purpose, variable-
acoustics theatre/concert hall with seating capacity 
variable from 2,000 maximum to 1,600 minimum; a 3,600 -
2,600 square foot objective, uncommitted experimental studio 
space of flexible use and seating up to 275 ? and a 70G- 800 
seat axial theatre for the accommodation of a resident 
professional company providing drama, dance, musical drama, 
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and children's theatre and the necessary administration and 
preparation space. 
The performing arts centre can be achieved at a total 
cost, on the advice given to us, of not more than «i>5M. 
It will require the support of the public in public 
subscription, as well as of the Government and the Adelaide 
City Council. Application will be made to the Commonwealth 
Government for support for a centre which can be of significance 
not only to South Australia, but to the whole of Australia for 
which the Adelaide Festival has become of great importance. 
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If we are to maintain services to the public and extend 
them in the way that we have outlined, it will be 
absolutely essential for the Government to have additional 
revenues. South Australia today has the lowest j)er capita 
State revenues on the mainland and near %20 a head per year 
less than New South Vales. If we are to maintain our 
services adequately, we must have increased revenues and 
this again was forced on us by the policy of the Federal 
Government which has refused to maintain to the States their 
proportion of income tax revenue. Moreover, in South 
Australia, we have refused to impose imposts upon industry, 
commerce and agriculture, which have been imposed in other 
States of the Commonwealth because we have aimed to keep our 
cost structure low. This is the only State in the Common-
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wealth for instance where imposts upon road transport are not 
used to defray the debt services upon railways and to limit 
competition by road transport with the railway services. 
In consequence, South Australia collects less in freight 
and less in revenues directly from road transport than any 
other State in Australia proportionately. The Government does 
not intend to im£>ose imposts upon road transport additional 
to those which now exist, and indeed purposes to encourage 
the development of efficient ana cheap road transport as an 
essential service to our industries. But if we forego this 
area of revenue available to other otates, then if we are to 
provide comparable development, comparable Sta.te services with 
the other States (a,nd this is a condition of our attracting 
further development here and satisfying our citizens that this 
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is a good place to live), then other areas of revenue must 
be available to us. 
Last year no extra taxes were imposed in South 
Australia because it was a period of recovery of business 
and industry and every encouragement was needed to be given 
to them. It is the Government's intention to maintain South 
Australia as the State with the lowest per capita State 
taxation on the mainland, but it is clear that if we are 
.to maintain services, we must have more money. It is 
therefore proposed that the extra money be raised in some areas 
in which we raise markedly less than the other States. These 
are Succession Duties and Stamp Duties. At the last 
elections, the Government had a mandate to reduce Succession 
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Duties to the average widow and dependent child in South 
Australia, but to increase Death Duties on the more wealthy. 
It is apparent that this could only be done if the various 
methods of evasion of succession duty obligations under the 
L.C.L. Government's legislation as a result of which the 
widow of an average wage or salary earner would pay S,:200 to 
ili'300 at least on an estate of small dimension, whereas it 
was possible to pass on an estate of ^100,000 without paying 
any death duties to the State at all, would have to be 
brought to an end. ~Je cannot continue to allow the disposition 
of property into special categories so that each class of 
property attracts a separate remission of Succession Duty 
as a means of the wealthy evading their responsibilities 
whilst the average inheritor pays too much. It is therefore 
proposed that the last comprehensive SUCCESSION DUTIES BILL 
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presented to the Legislative Council in 1966 and refused by 
them so that the Government revenues were substantially reduced 
will be re-presented to the Legislative Council in substantially 
similar form. This, if passed, will mean that the average 
widow and dependent child will be better off, but that the 
wealthy will pay the same kind of taxation in death duties 
in this State that they do in other States under Liberal 
Governments. I emphasise that the principle of aggregation 
will be insisted upon but that new remissions of duties will 
be given so that any spouse, (and not merely a joint tenant) 
may inherit the matrimonial home without payment of duty unless 
it is valued at more than ii'12,000, and that there will be 
remissions in the case of primary producing property to allow 
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for the fact that market values of primary producing property 
are unreasonably inflated and therefore the payment of Duty 
from income on those properties would be an unreasonable 
burden unless special remissions were given. Additional 
Stamp Duties must be imposed. These will be designed to 
tighten up loopholes in the present law to provide stamp duty 
on gifts between living persons exceeding v4,000 in value on a 
graduated scale, (though no duty will be introduced on transac-
tions putting a matrimonial home in joint names), and to provide 
a wider range of receipt duty which can be covered by a 
general return instead of the giving of individual 
receipts where the trader concerned finds this more convenient. 
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Each taxation measure will be designed, where possible, 
to be income tax deductible so that the least burden falls 
upon the South Australian taxpayer e.nd the maximum recovered 
from what would otherwise be Commonwealth revenues. 
In the metropolitan area, it is vital for us to have 
the monies to purchase the OPEN SPACES recommended by the 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT aUT'xIGLITT for reservation of open 
space and recreation areas. Time is desperately short for 
us to ensure the retention of these for posterity. The 
Town Planning Committee proposed that the metropolitan councils 
rate their citizens sufficiently to provide an annual income 
for the purpose of purchasing the properties. VAien the 
report was first presented in 1962, a number of councils 
declined to he,ve anything to do with such a proposal. "when 
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the Labor Government was elected, I submitted to the councils 
that they should either raise the money as suggested or take 
the responsibility of asking Government to raise the money on 
their behalf and supporting the Government in doing so. 
Only certain councils were prepared to comply with this request. 
This, however, cannot be a matter of buck-passing. That 
councils are not prepared to fit into this scheme adequately 
must be deplored, but we cannot allow the opportunity to go 
by and then curse ourselves at a later stage that we no 
longer are in a position to provide the open space and 
recreation areas vitally necessary for the future metropolitan 
development. Therefore as has been done in Perth, it is 
proposed to impose a special extra Land Tax in the metropolitan 
area of Adelaide to provide monies towards the purchase of 
open space and recreation areas within that area and for the 
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POLICY.SPEECH FOR THE MARCH. 1968, GENERAL STATE ELECTION BY 
THE PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, HON. DON DUNSTAN "SIT. M P 
AT NORWOOD TOWN HALL. 12.T7g8 * 
Tonight I ask the people of South Australia to re-elect 
the Labor Government - a Government of achievement and purpose. 
Never has any Government previously in the history of this State 
achieved so much reform in law and administration as we have in 
the last three years. It is a fantastic record. It would 
take hours of reading to detail it, "but just think of the 
highlights. 
From having a gasfield of doubtful economic potential 
and a future for local fuel supplies in South Australia at the 
time of our taking office which was bleak in prospect, we have 
brought South Australia from the last to the first in the race 
to get NATURAL GAS with proven long-term supplies to a metropolitan 
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area, and that at a competitive price with any other city in 
Australia. 
We have established the INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BRANCH 
and leap-frogged the other States in the scientific examination 
of potential to put to prospective investors. Since I became 
Premier a few short months ago, the announced investment in-
South Australia in INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT exceeds $70M. 
From being the only State in Australia with no TOWN 
PLANNING legislation in effective operation, we have now the best' 
Town Planning laws in this country with a Town Planning adminis-
tration applying not only to Adelaide but to all regions of the 
State. 
f 
In AGRICULTURE we have: ' 
* Protected the wine-grape growers by the minimum grape 
price legislation which is a charter for their future profitable 
operation. 
i E I 5 i • I _ r i 
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* Introduced the Commonwealth Egg Marketing 
Scheme. 
*. Set up the orderly marketing of citrus. 
* Held a complete inquiry into the Pishing industry 
and established an integrated programme for its 
future. 
In HOUSING we have introduced, at. the behest of the 
industry, Registration of Builders to protect both the public 
and qualified builders and to ensure satisfactory standards of 
work, and by a number of alterations to the law have increased ' 
the flow of finance for building. 
We have initiated an era of LAW REFORM which has made 
South Australia the envy of every other part of the Commonwealth 
in the swift provision of justice. 
In EDUCATION we have:-
* Increased expenditure in all spheres of Education.• 
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* Provided a greater flow of qualified teachers to 
a Department which was formerly staffed up to 
one-sixth with unqualified personnel. 
* Planned and undertaken the new Institute of 
Technology. 
* Introduced the new rural school system. 
* Increased subsidy for school provisions 
and 
* Introduced the free school book scheme in primary 
schools. 
In HEALTH AND HOSPITALS, under the previous regime ' 
this State had the worst provision in proportion to population 
of any State of the Commonwealth, and, under the Liberals, 1 
South Australia had consistently spent since the war less per 
head of population than any other State.' Today our expenditure 
in South Australia is nearly 50c. per head of population above 
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the Australian average, and is the highest in Australia from 
revenue and loan monies, and we have proceeded with all speed ' 
to increase and improve South Australia's hospital facilities. 
The new hospital at Modbury has commenced building today and 
the plans are ready for a new teaching hospital to be ready to ' 
take students in their clinical years at the new medical school 
at Flinders which is being established. ' 
In ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS, South Australia leads this 
Commonwealth and by the Prohibition of Discrimination legisla-
tion, the provision of an Aboriginal Lands Trust, the freeing % 
of Aborigines from all legal disabilities, and the provision 
of training schemes for them, this,'they say, is the one part 
of this country where they can hold their heads up as honored 
and respected members of the community. 
In INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION, we have caught up and in 
some ways have passed the other States and have provided that 
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workers in South Australia will have adequate benefits at all 
times and effective protection in time of accident or misfortune. 
In SOCIAL LEGISLATION, we have removed the restrictions 
upon the behaviour of individuals in this community and have 
treated them as adults. 
For the poorer people in the community, we have extended 
concession fares for pensioners on rail and 'bus transport. 
We have been acclaimed throughout Australia as the one State 
Government which has introduced a logical system of State 
Public Relief in an endeavour to fill i n the grievous gaps in 
Commonwealth social services to care for the unfortunate, and 
we have entirely revised the legislation protecting deserted ' 
wives and neglected and delinquent children to get the most 
up-to-date provisions in Australia. 
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In certain matters, however, although the Government 
. had a clear mandate, its policies were frustrated by the 
reactionary and unrepresentative majority, the L.C.L. members 
•in the Legislative Council. it is fundamental to citizenship 
in a Democracy, that Government is not representative of things, 
• of places, of positions, of wealth or of interests . - it is 
representative of people. In a democracy, each citizen 
possesses an equal right with every other citizen, to an 
effective voice in his own governance. Since he must live ' 
subject to the laws, he must have an equal say with all others 
in deciding what those laws should be. ' Under the L.C.L. 
Governments of this State, that principle stated in 1856 to be 
the basis of our Constitution by .those who wrote- it was 
overthrown. Electoral boundaries were so rigged .'that in 
some L.C.L. seats there were as-few as 6,000 voters represented 
by one Member of Parliament, but in some Labor-held seats 
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some 36,000 voters were represented by one Member of Parliament. 
Districts were similarly provided to give disproportionate 
representation in the Legislative Council. Moreover, the 
Legislative Council is elected on a restricted franchise, and 
under the Liberal Government administrative measures had been 
used to load the roll with property owners rather than other 
voters qualified, so that the Legislative Council reflected 
only sectional and minority opinion. This means that: a simple 
majority of citizens can't elect the. Government it wants or 
reject the Government it does not want. The foremost plank 
in the A.L.P. policy at the last election was therefore 
ELECTORAL REFORM. .The principles of reform were clearly 
stated. Both Houses of Parliament were to be elected by adult 
suffrage on the principle of one vote one value. This latter 
principle would be achieved by an enlarged Lower House with 
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districts containing as nearly as practicable equal numbers 
of voters and by retaining the same number of members serving 
the area defined by the Constitution as "Country" as at 
present so that there would be no diminution in the amount of 
service given to electors by Members of Parliament as their 
agents. Legislative Council boundaries re-drawn accordingly. 
The powers.of the Legislative Council as a House of Review 
were to be limited to those of the House of Lords over measures 
proposed by the House cf Commons in the Mother of Parliaments. 
The boundaries of districts were to be drawn by an independent 
Commission without reference-to Parliament and to be periodically 
re-drawn when drifts of population meant any substantial 
departure from the principle of one vote one value. A Bill to 
give effect to the overwhelming mandate the Labor Government 
was given on this score passed the House of Assembly but was 
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rejected unceremoniously by the L.C.L. najority in the Legisla-
tive Council. They made it clear that it was not the votes 
of the people which they regarded, but they considered that by 
some process of divination they and they alone knew the 
"permanent will of the people" regardless of how the people 
voted. we ask on this occasion for a clear and unequivocal 
-mandate to re-present that measure to the Upper House so that 
we are in a position, if the Legislative Council rejects the 
measure, to call into force the deadlock provisions of the 
present Constitution and to force them to account to the people 
for their actions. We ask you to assert your rights as 
citizens to see to it that you get the Upper House vote if you 
are on the roll aad to vote for the right of people to 
determine their Government according to the recognized principles 
of people's rule. This State was the cradle of democracy in 
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the last century. We ask y.ou all to join in the fight to 
see to it that it is not the graveyard of democracy in the 
20th. 
The Legislative Council refused to pass the Government's 
Bill to establish a State Government Insurance Office covering 
all insurable risks. All other States have State Government ' 
Insurance offices. It has been found in other States that a 
State Government Insurance Office can set a standard of service 
to the public which by competition requires other insurance 
companies to give a similar service and in addition can provide 
a large fund of money for use in semi-Governmental loans 
important to the development of the State. These benefits 
have been denied to the people of South Australia by the 
Legislative Council, and again I ask for a mandate from the 
people of South Australia to pass this measure. 
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The Legislative Council has likewise refused our 
amendments to the Industrial Code to give fair industrial 
protection to all workers in South Australia; refused to pass 
legislation transferring to the Commonwealth power to control 
restrictive trade practices within South Australia as asked for 
by the Federal Liberal Government; refused the Family 
Inheritance Bill recommended unanimously by the Judges and the 
Council of the Law Society, and again we ask for- a mandate from 
the people for all of these measures. A citizen in a' 
community requires not only a voice in his own governance, he 
requires the basic things allowing him to live in that community. 
He should have the right to work if he is willing to work. 
The provision of employment, therefore, is of paramount impor-
tance to the citizens of South Australia. Apart from the 
industry at Whyalla which has remained buoyant, and the Forestry 
industry of the South East, South Australia's main industry has 
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centred, around the production of motor cars and home appliances. 
Prior to the Labor Government's taking office, the markets for 
these products were almost wholly in the Eastern States of 
Australia. Less than \ % of what was produced by Pressed 
Metal Industries in South Australia was in fact sold Here. 
Employment depends on markets. If people are willing to buy 
goods, these goods will be produced. When their demand for 
the goods falls, then employment suffers. A South Australian 
Government cannot control the markets interstate for goods 
produced in South Australia. Therefore, both under the 
L.C.L. Government and under this Government we have been at 
the mercy of fluctuating markets in the Eastern States for 
motor cars and home appliances. In 1961-62, unemployment in • 
South Australia rose to 3.1$ of the work force. In South 
Australia in 1966 /67 , the figure rose to 2.k%. In each case 
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this had secondary effects upon the Building Industry and meant 
a cutback in industrial building and a cutback in home building. 
We must all therefore work together to have industries so 
diversified and with markets overseas and in the West as well 
'as in the Eastern States, and then we will not be subject to 
similar fluctuations. With this end in view, the Government 
has not only achieved an effective basis for Industrial Develop-
ment with the development of cheap natural gas fuel capable of 
long-term exploitation, but has set up an Industrial Development 
Department with technical experts capable of doing the necessary 
research to present to potential investors a survey of markets, 
a breakdown of costs, and a case to show that- this is the most • 
economic place for them to establish. To establish the areas 
of research, we have called in the world's leading Industrial 
Research Consultants. Their report will set exciting and 
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achievable targets for development and employment. 
In order to ensure development and particularly decen-
tralized development in South Australia, it is essential that 
the Government have at its command, the means available in 
other States to promote and establish industry. In South 
Australia, Government support -for industry is limited, except 
by the passing of a special Act of Parliament, to the giving 
•of a Treasurer's guarantee for a bank advance to industry. 
In many cases, industries which might well be established in 
country districts, have not ar.y capital readily available to them, 
and because they are initially under-capitalized banks are 
unwilling to lend against inadequate security even 'though the 
industry if properly capitalized might well be economically • 
viable. The Government therefore proposes to provide itself 
with the means of establishing industries in country areas. 
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This would mean that on the recommendations of the Parliamentary 
Committee for Industrial Development, the Treasurer not only 
could give guarantees but could directly invest State monies in 
taking up shares to assist the capital of industries particularly 
in country areas. This could mean an era of co-operation 
between Government and private undertakings which can achieve 
the kind of industrial development for which many country areas 
in South Australia have been looking. 
This is the driest part of the driest continent. 
Work on the CHOWILLA DAM was halted at -the stage of proposed 
letting of a contract for the construction when a rise of 
salinity in the River Murray far beyond the stage known at the 
time of the design of the Chowilla Dam caused doubts in other 
States as to whether they would get the benefits to them which 
Chowilla was originally proposed to provide, that is that they 
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should not have to provide'us with as much water in dry years 
as would otherwise he the case. South Australia was forced 
to agree to adequate studies "being made of this problem. 
But we are satisfied that the studies are proving not decreased 
hut enhanced benefits from Chowilla not only for South Australi 
but for the other States as well. we are certain that 
Chowilla will be constructed and the South Australian Governmen 
will insist upon the rights which this State has legally in 
this important project. Projected work on the Chowilla Dam 
and the MURRAY TO HAHNDORF PIPELINE will provide us with 
adequate usable conventional water storage ard reticulation 
for some years to come, but it iS: essential if we are to expand 
at the rate for which we have set targets that we get now into 
planning less orthodox means of providing water. We know 
that there is a vast quantity of ground water in the South East. 
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of the State which could well be exploited to provide a great 
boost to WATER SUPPLY in this State. We know that now there 
are real break-throughs'in the costs of desalinating water 
and therefore we must have the latest information. If water 
can be economically desalinated, South Australia could be 
completely transformed for our development would not be confinec. 
as now to areas of reasonable rainfall. \ Therefore we have 
set about obtaining an effective water survey by the world's 
leading experts in, this field.) The surveys by the Engineering 
and Water Supply Department will establish how we are to 
conserve surplus from the River Murray in addition to the 
Chowilla project. / The Consultants' survey will advise us on 
the use of the ground waters in the South-Eastj provisions for 
desalination projects integrated with South Australian Indus-
trial Developnent, and the reclamation of drainage run-off' and • 
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sewage effluent in the Adelaide Metropolitan Area. 
Another condition of providing adequate jobs in South 
Australia is that industry and commerce, as well as the public 
generally, should have adequate transport facilities. It is 
vital for us to be connected to the STANDARD GAUGE LINE at the 
earliest possible opportunity from the major industrial areas 
" of South Australia. If Adelaide is to be connected to the 
standard gauge line between Broken Hill and Port Pirie, it is 
essential that other sections of the Peterborough Division of 
the South Australian Railways be standardised at the same time, 
as otherwise we will have more breaks of gauge than previously. 
A great deal of harm could be done to. industries in .such places 
as Wallaroo together with impediments to the movement of grain 
and superphosphate. The South Australian Government' will be 
pressing for the establishment of standard gauge undertakings in 
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three phases on the Peterborough Division of the South Australian 
Railways and between Adelaide and Port Pirie.so that the 
important industrial centres will be connected to standard gauge 
within five years. In addition, the Government will continue 
to press for the construction of a standard gauge railway 
between Whyalla and Port Augusta. It is essential that this 
major industrial city be so connected as this would not only 
provide transport facilities to Adelaide, but also to Western 
Australia and the Eastern States. 
The railway system in South'Australia is one of the 
oldest in the world. This was the first place in the world 
indeed to have a State railway. ' it was established at a time 
when road transport was minimal and horsedrawn. Therefore 
provision for long haul necessary over our vast distances for 
goods and passengers was confined to the railway system with its 
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• stable permanent way. The development of modern and 
efficient road transport with its very much greater flexibility 
than railway transport has entirely changed the picture of 
future transport in our part of the world. Envious eyes are 
often cast at a place like Japan which has a heavy capitalized 
and highly efficient railway system, but it must be remembered 
that this carries passengers over what to us are extremely short 
distances. In Australia, quite different factors affect the 
economy of rail and road transport. Rail transport remains 
to us the effective means of cheap long haul of heavy freights, 
but we must not hesitate, to bring our. railway system up to date, 
and this means'thinking in contemporary terms and not those 
applicable to the development of the railway system in the last 
century. ' In addition we must think of road, transport as an 
additional and important means of ensuring cheap transport of 
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our goods to their markets - a transport system whose costs 
must be kept to the lowest if we are to .succeed in industrial 
development. It is in these circumstances that the Government 
has firmly declared that it will make the railway system 
efficient, it will not hesitate to undertake necessary economies 
where the need for these is clear and urgent, it will expand 
. the railway system where this is economically to our advantage, 
and it will not Impose upon road transport the imposts which 
other States have seen fit to impose and which interfere with 
free competition between road and rail transport. 
The people of this State must not only have jobs and 
water. They need HOUSING. Under the Labor Government, a 
record amount has been spent on Housing through the South 
Australian Housing Trust and we have built a record number of 
.houses in the country areas of South Australia to stimulate 
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decentralisation. Indeed 'the rate at Whyalla now is over 
700 houses a year. Every encouragement has "been given to 
private enterprise to undertake housing development and as a 
result we have managed to secure assurances of the investment' 
of some $80M. in South Australia under the redesigned Port Reach 
Scheme which will "be provided without cost to the public. 
This is a great fillip to investment and as the low density 
housing areas of the Scheme will he let at public tender to 
South Australian builders, it will not only -provide homes but 
also a real stimulus to employment in building. In addition, 
the Housing Trust will now undertake major projects of 
redevelopment in inner urban areas and will concentrate much 
of its activity for the future upon higher density housing as 
well as the provision of industrial estates.' 
In EDUCATION, for the first time, Government subsidy 
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has been given for the provision of school assembly halls and 
gymnasia by the devotion of #100,000 per year for subsidy to 
canteens, assembly halls and change-rooms in Departmental 
schools, and other subsidy money has been increased markedly. 
It is obvious that there is a real demand for works of this kind 
in these schools and we propose to increase the amount by a 
further #100,000 per year. 
A further step in the provision of free books will be 
taken during the next Parliament with an increase in the 
secondary school book allowance, increasing the allowance for 
1st, 2nd and 3rd year students from Il6 to $18, 4th year students 
from $18'to $22, and 5th year students from $20 to $30, and 
this will be applicable, of course, in all schools. 
With the development of new Mathematics teaching, 
essential Mathematics aids, should be supplied free to primary 
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schools. Previously these have only been provided on subsidy, 
It is proposed progressively to provide free Mathematics aids 
to all schools, Government and non-Government alike. An 
investigation will be made into providing clerical assistance 
in the larger primary schools. 
In order to make some basic provision for students in 
non-Government schools whose parents are at the moment hard-hit 
by the costs of maintaining them under the present dual system, 
the Government proposes a per capita grant of $10 per student • 
per year in non-Government schools, This sum,together with the 
book allowance already in existence or announced, will make 
South Australia's provision for Independent schools the most 
generous in Australia at u^is date. 
In HEALTH AND HOSPITALS we have had to catch up on 30 
years of under-spending. Under the L.C.L. Government, this 
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State spent less per' head of population on Health and Hospitals 
than any other consistently since the war. Now South 
Australia spends more per head of population from Government 
funds on Health and Hospitals than any other State. We have 
improved facilities markedly. Our immediate projects include 
an additional Nurses' Home at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, 
extensions and additions to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital com-
prising additions to the Nurses' Home, Nurse Training School, 
Medical Staff Residency, and a new nine-storey Ward Block of 
270 beds. Tenders have been called, work will commence in 
April,. 1968, and is expected to finish in October, 1970. 
A new hospital of 108 beds at Port Augusta will be built 
at an estimated cost of f'2-g-M. The Whyalla Hospital will be taken 
over by the Government to become a full Government hospital. I 
have already mentioned the Modbury and Flinders hospitals. 
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In MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, we have in the past few 
years outstripped the rest of Australia in the treatment 
of Mental patients and in reducing the proportion of people 
in our community in Mental Institutions. This has heen 
done hy the provision of day hospitals, Mental Health 
visitors and Outpatients' treatment. 
A new hospital and training centre for 540 intellectually 
retarded patients is to he huilt at Strathmont at an estimated 
cost of $6,600,000. At the Glenside Hospital a new kitchen 
and staff dining-room and new Nurses' training school will 
he huilt. 
A day centre and separate headquarters for the 
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intellectually retarded services will "be provided at 
Prescott Terrace, Toorak Gardens. 
We have called for the appointment of a GERIATRIC 
PHYSICIAN who"will recommend means of co-ordinating 
services for elderly people in South Australia and the 
establishment of an adequate infirmary system in such a 
way as to get maximum Commonwealth subsidy. 
Page 2.9. 
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One of. the jobs of the SOCIAL V.'ELFARE Department 
is to see to it that there is adequate provision for 
recreation in a constructive way. • A great deal of time 
and money is spent on discussing delinquency and finding 
means of coping particularly with delinquency amongst young 
people, hut a great deal of this delinquency only occurs 
because the youngsters concerned have no adequate home 
facilities and no adequate public ones for constructive 
recreation. Pilot projects and surveys have shown that 
there has been a great need for the establishment of indoor 
recreation facilities for young people and that we should 
• co-ordinate in'South Australia the development of indoor 
recreation facilities so that the maximum use is made both 
of public monies and of those subscribed by private 
organisations. It is therefore proposed to establish 
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throughout the urban areas of South Australia, adequate 
indoor recreation space by a joint scheme between the 
Government and local governing bodies in the same way as 
playing fields are developed on a joint scheme between 
the Education Department and the Local Government. Prototype 
plans for indoor recreation areas have been prepared by the 
Public Buildings Department and the Recreation Officers of the 
Social Welfare Department will approach local governing areas 
with a scheme based on a survey already taken to establish 
with their co-operation indoor recreation facilities such as 
are shown to be needed by the demands of their population. 
If people are to have jobs provided'for them, they 
must also have adequate protection in the conditions of their 
employment and in times of misfortune. The Government 
believes that the maintenance of good industrial relations is 
important for the wellheing of the people of this State and ' 
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that in ensuring that these good relationships continue our 
policy has been to encourage conciliation between parties 
before resorting to arbitration. Since March, 19o3j the 
time lost because of-industrial disputes in.South Australia 
has been slightly less than 3% of the time lost throughout 
Australia, notwithstanding the fact that just over 9% of the 
Australian work force are employed in South Australia. 
Since being elected to office, the Government has 
honoured the promises made before the last election to amend 
INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION. This has been a formidable task as 
the previous Government had neglected to up-date this legisla-
tion. • The Industrial Code has been completely revised and 
an improved system of conciliation and arbitration is now in 
operation. 
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The principle of EQUAL PAY FOR FEMALES performing the 
same work as males has been introduced progressively, and 
improved LONG SERVICE LEAVE ENTITLEMENTS have been granted 
to workers generally in the State although not to the extent' 
which the Government had promised. The Legislative Council 
rejected the proposal which was endorsed by the electors in 
1965 for the grant of three months long service leave after' 
ten years service. This will be re-introduced into Parliament 
Great improvements have also been made ..in-the minimum 
standards of working conditions which must be provided in 
factories, shops, offices and warehouses. 
The laws relating to .SAFE- WORKING-.CONDITIONS in the 
building and construction - industry have been completely 
revised and an APPRENTICESHIP COMMISSION has been established 
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to supervise the employment of the 10,000 odd apprentices who 
are- training in this State to be the tradesmen of the future. 
With the increasing industrialisation of the State there 
are other industrial laws which the Government proposes to 
review. One of these concerns the SAFE CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS OF 
ALL TYPES. 
The Government also intends to make a comprehensive 
review of the SHOP TRADING HOURS applying in the State and 
particularly whether a greater range of goods may be sold after 
what are now the normal trading hours. 
The proposal that salaried officers of the Public Service 
should be granted FOUR WEEKS ANNUAL LEAVE, which was rejected 
by the Legislative Council in 1967 will be re-introduced. 
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The Government made substantial improvements to the 
WORKMENTS COMPENSATION ACT, including covering workmen while 
travelling to and from work or place of pick-up and for 
injuries received arising out.of or in the course of employment. 
The maximum benefits for death, incapacity and permanent 
injuries were also increased substantially. The Government 
proposed to make further amendments to this important legislation 
particularly to increase the amount ..of weekly payment to 
injured workmen and to simplify and shorten procedure to 
eniorce compensation. 
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In agriculture we have not only initiated new legislation 
which I mentioned earlier, but have expanded agricultural and 
research facilities. The cost of research stations in the 
last year was £430,000. 
Building of research laboratories to be undertaken will 
be at -
Kybybolite - $56,000 1968 
Loxton - ii-66,000 1968 
Struan - &20,000 1968/69 
Parndana - $30,000 1968/69 
Turret Field - £30,000 1969. 
As a result of tho ileport of the Select Committee on 
Fisheries a complete new Fisheries Act will be presented to 
Parliament and increased amounts will be made available for research. 
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In line with Labor's policy we have purchased in excess of 
14,300 acres to provide for afforestation and will continue to 
purchase land to expand pur forestry undertaking which is of 
vital importance to our economy. 
In the last three years the Government has increased 
expenditure on roads from S76M. to &100M., a 331/??o increase in 
a 3 year period. Ve have added 1100 miles of sealed roads 
and propose to undertake a similar road construction pro?ramme 
in the next three years. 
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Having instituted a series of law reforms which have 
markedly improved the administration of justice in South • 
Australia and given safe and effective remedies, particularly 
m personal damages cases where such claims were previously 
subject to delays of years, the Government has turned its 
attention to longer term and more far reaching reforms of the law. 
A Committee .established by the Standing Committee of the 
Attorneys-General is currently studying sale of goods legislation 
to see that more adequate protections are given to the 
consumer as to, the quality and fitness of goods which he buys. 
In addition the Attorney-General's Department of South 
Australia together wit?-, a team provided by the University of 
Adelaide has undertaken a study for all the Attorneys-General 
of credit purchases in Australia as it is apparent that the present 
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law relating to Eire Purchase and other forms of credit sales gives 
protections which are more apparent than real and those who most 
need protection are unable to use the devices ostensibly provided 
for their id. 
•Jithin the life of the next Parliament it can be" expected 
that amendments will be made both to the law relating to-sale 
of goods and the law relating to credit transactions of all kinds. 
Additional protections are clearly necessary in relation to 
more recently developed techniques of high pressure salesmanship 
in door to door sales. During the last session of Parliament 
the Government introduced a bill which was designed to cope with 
this very real social evil. 
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It is apparent that the Bill needs amendment in order 
not to interfere with transactions to which no one could take 
exception, while retaining effective control of door to door 
sales. 
The Bill also provided for control of mis-leading advertising 
and bait-advertising techniques and these provisions in an 
amended form will be included in legislation to be presented 
to Parliament. 
In addition protections are required for people purchasing 
land and houses. The original protections designed to be 
given by the Torrens Title System are today in many cases being 
avoided by contracts for sale and purchase of houses when in fact 
these contracts are made in respect of mortgaged land. . 
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Provisions will be agreed with the L»-v Society and the 
i-ceal Estate Institute for much stricter requirements in the 
making of contracts for the sale and purchase of land on 
terms and at the same time the Land Agents Board will be 
strengthened to enable it to discipline agents or salesmen 
whose conduct is unsatisfactory. 
The Criminal law in South Australia is being completely 
revised by a Committee set up by the Government. The 
law is full of archaic provisions many of which stand in the 
way of effectively dealing with the administration of the 
criminal law. Material has been collected from all over the 
world and it is proposed during the life of the coming 
Parliament completely to revise the criminal law, both in 
substance and in procedure. 
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The Government established a Local Government Act 
Revision Committee which has worked hard and long to 
examine the problems of the present law relating to Local 
Government in South Australia and to recommend actions which 
will both give Councils a,dded areas of administration 
such as in the provision of old peoples' homes on 
Commonwealth Subsidy, to make their means of revenue 
collection more just and equitable and to prune the dead 
wood from legislation which has accumulated a very great 
deal over the past 50 years. 
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The Government expects that a revision of the Local 
Government Act will be made in the coming Parliament. 
In addition in relation to metropolitan councils 
with considerable drainage problems the Government 
has offered to provide 50fo subsidy to any approved 
drainage system agreed on by Councils to avoid flooding 
in the metropolitan area. 
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A vital part of the life of South Australia has been 
the Festival of Arts which has now come to figure in the 
artistic calendar of the whole of this region of the world. 
It is vitally important that the Festival be not merely a 
bi-ennial fortnight's orgy of entertainment but really an 
effective culmination of the artistic life of the community. 
Up to this time the administration of grants in aid for the 
performing arts in South Australia have been haphazard, 
confused and inadequate. No reason can be given for the 
particular grants which have been made as compared with .other 
claims which might seem to have equal or greater claims to 
priority, other than that they have been achieved by political 
pressures. If the Festival is to continue in South 
Australia then we must have an effective administration, 
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properly set up to ensure that we have adecuate facilities 
for the performing arts, and that the continuing activities 
r 
of the community are integrated with the Festival. The 
Government has now received the report of Thea,tre Consulting 
Services on the establishment of an effective administration 
for the performing arts and the provision of a performing-
arts centre. The Government will seek agreement which I am 
sure will be readily forthcoming from all in the administration 
of the Festival, and the Arts Council of Australia (S.A. Division) 
to set up a South Australian Council on the performing arts with 
a permanent Director-General which will recommend to the Government 
the grants which should be made for the performing arts 
in South Australia. It will establish a permanent theatrical 
company and it will administer a South Australian performing 
arts centre. 
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In accordance with the recommendations of the consultants 
the.South Australian Government will support the establishment 
of the centre on a site recommended by the consultants which 
will take in a small portion of the rear of Government House 
Grounds, at present little used, and an area of ground sloping 
aoim to the Parade Ground and to the east of the Women's 
Memorial Gardens. This will provide a total area of 
approximately 5 acres for a multi-purpose, variable-
acoustics theatre/concert hall with seating capacity 
variable from 2,000 maximum to 1,600 minimum; a 3,600 -
2,600 square foot objective, uncommitted experimental studio 
space of flexible use and seating up to 275; and a 700- 800 
seat axial theatre for the accommodation of a res.ident 
professional company providing drama, dance, musical drama, 
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and children's theatre and the necessary administration and 
preparation space. 
The performing arts centre can be achieved at a total 
cost, on the advice given to us, of not more than &5M. 
It will require the support of the public in public 
subscription, as well as cf the Government and the Adelaide 
City Council. Application will be made to the Commonwealth 
Government for support for a centre which can be of significance 
not only to South Australia, but to the whole of Australia for 
which the Adelaide Festival has become of great importance. 
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If we are to maintain services to the public and extend 
them in the way that we have outlined, it will be 
absolutely essential for the Government to have additional 
revenues. South Australia today has the lowest per capita 
State revenues on the mainland and near $20 a head per year 
less than Hew South vJales. If we are to maintain our 
services adequately, we must have increased revenues and 
this again .was forced on us by the policy of the Federal 
Government which has refused to maintain to the States their 
proportion of income tax revenue. Moreover, in South 
Australia, we have refused to impose.imposts upon industry, 
commerce and agriculture, which have been imposed in other 
Sta,tes of the Commonwealth because we have aimed to keep our 
cost structure low.- This is the only State in the Common-
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wealth for instance where imposts upon road transport are not 
used to defray the debt services upon railways and to limit 
competition by road transport with the railway services. 
In consequence, South Australia collects less in freight 
and less in revenues directly frora road transport than any 
other State in Australia proportionately. The Government does 
not intend to impose imposts upon road transport additional 
to those which now exist, and indeed purposes to encourage 
the development of efficient end cheap road transport as an 
essential service to our industries. But if we forego this 
area of revenue available to other States, then if we are to 
provide comparable development, comparable State services with 
the other States (and this is a condition of our attracting 
further development here and satisfying our citizens that this 
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is a good place to live), then other areas of revenue must 
be available to us. 
Last year no extra taxes were imposed in South 
Australia because it was a period of recovery of business 
and industry and every encouragement was needed to be given 
to them. It is the Government's intention to maintain South 
Australia as the State with the lowest per capita State 
taxation on the mainland, but it is clear that if we are 
to maintain services, we must have more money. It is 
therefore proposed that the extra money be raised in some areas 
in which we raise markedly less than the other States. These 
are Succession Duties and Stamp Duties. At the last 
t elections, the Government had a mandate to reduce Succession 
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Duties to the average widow and dependent child in South 
Australia, but to increase Death Duties on the more wealthy. 
It is apparent that this could only be done if the various 
methods of evasion of succession duty obligations under the 
L.C.L. Government's legislation as a result of which the 
widow of an' average wage or salary earner would pay <)200 to 
iii'300 at least on an estate of small dimension, whereas it 
was possible to pass on an estate of ^100,000 without paying 
any death duties to the State at ail, would have to be 
brought to an end. "Je cannot continue to allow the disposition 
of property into special categories so that each class of 
property attracts a separate remission of Succession Duty 
as a means of the wealthy evading their responsibilities 
whilst the average inheritor pays too much. It is therefore 
proposed that the last comprehensive SUCCESSION DUTIES BILL 
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presented to the Legislative Council in 1966 and refused by 
them so that the Govei'nment revenues were substantially reduced 
will be re-presented to the Legislative Council in substantially 
similar form. This, if passed, will mean that the average 
widow and dependent child will be better off, but that the 
wealthy will pay the same kind of taxation in death duties 
in this State that they do in other States under Liberal 
Governments. I emphasise that the principle of aggregation 
will be insisted upon but that new remissions of duties will 
be given so that any spouse, (and not merely a joint tenant) 
may inherit the matrimonial home without payment of duty unless 
it is valued at more than $12,000, and that there will be 
remissions in the case of primary producing property to allow 
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for the fact that market values of primary producing property 
are unreasonably inflated and therefore the payment of.Duty 
from income on those properties would be-an unreasonable 
burden unless special remissions were given. Additional 
Stamp Duties must be imposed. These will be designed to 
tighten up loopholes in the present law to provide stamp duty 
on gifts between living persons exceeding v4,000 in value on a 
graduated scale, (though no duty will be introduced on transac-
tions putting a matrimonial home in joint names), and to provide 
a wider range of receipt duty which can be covered by a 
general return instead of the giving of individual 
receipts where the trader concerned finds this more convenient. 
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Each taxation measure will be designed, where possible, 
to be income tax deductible so that the least burden falls 
upon the South Australian ta-xpayer and the maximum recovered 
from what would otherwise be Commonwealth revenues. 
In the metropolitan area, it is vital for us to have 
the monies to purchase the OPEN SPACES recommended by the 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT AUTklGEITT for reservation of open 
space and recreation areas. Time is desperately short for 
us to ensure the retention of these for posterity. The 
Town Planning Committee proposed that the metropolitan councils 
rate their citizens sufficiently to provide an annual income 
for the purpose of purchasing the properties. \/hen the 
report was first presented in 1962, a number of councils 
declined to have anything to do with such a proposal. when 
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the Labor Government was elected, I submitted tc the councils 
that they should either raise the money as suggested or take 
the responsibility of asking Government to- raise the money on 
their behalf and supporting the Government, in doing so. 
Only certain councils were prepared to comply with this request.. 
This, however, cannot be a matter of buck-passing. That 
councils are not prepared to fit into this scheme adequately 
must be deplored-, but we cannot allow the opportunity to go 
by and then curse ourselves at a later stage that we no 
longer are in a position to provide the open space and 
recreation areas vitally necessary for the future metropolitan 
development. Therefore as has been done in Perth, it is 
s 
proposed to impose a special extra Land Tax in the metropolitan 
area of Adelaide to provide monies towards the purchase of 
open'space and recreation areas within that area and for the 
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use of its citizens. This will mean an increase in Land Tax 
for the average suburban block-owner of between 30c. and 50c. 
per annum. Special remissions, however, will be given to 
pensioners and people in indigent circumstances whos-
(a) would be unlikely themselves to make use of 
such areas, and 
(b) are not really in a position to pay this 
special extra impost. 
The programme which I have now outlined provides 
for as exciting a future for South Australia in the next 
three years as the exciting development we have had in 
the past three. It has been impossible to accomplish 
in three years the reforms which should have taken place 
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in the previous thirty, and I as Premier of course.have 
only had an opportunity to put forward policies as the 
Premier of this State over a few short months. v.re, the . 
Labor team in South Australia, ask for an opportunity to 
get on with the job which we have been doing and to 
provide for South Australians that leadership in effective 
reform and provision of adequate services and development 
which was once this State's proud boast and which.must 
become so once again. 
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